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Well, it is behind them. Oh yes it is!
And what a performance. All those
doubts put to rest as the T.A.D.P.O.L.E.s
team pulled off yet another triumph. The
audience loved the colours, the scenery,
the music, the costumes, the youngsters,
the songs, the jokes (!) the fluffs (!!) and,
most of all, the joy that was portrayed on
the stage.
Some star performers, as
always, led by Jean Ellinor who took on
the director post with aplomb. Surely this
is Tuddenham’s greatest annual event.
So much hard work, going out on those
cold, wet nights for rehearsals and giving
up weekends. Even risking the revolving
fireplace. Well done you!
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SNOW WHITE
It is hard to pick out
particular performers as
the whole is where the joy
lies. Jo Tickle and Jean
Ellinor who led the children’s chorus? The wardrobe team - Judi Ayre and
Fiona Woods? The props
lady, Joan Bloomfield
along with Tony Alcock
and Alan Forsdike (spot
on with his lines too!) and
Leigh Williamson
who prompted
on a very regular
basis.
The
Aunties, who
look after the
youngsters in
the shed, are unseen heroes of
the Tuddenham
pantomime and
they include
Sharon Ottley,
Lucie Clayton,
Linda Trotman,
Sarah Wood,
Carol Frost and
Teresa
Jennings.
David
Woods was
staggering
around back
stage along with
Tony Alcock,
Simon Clayton,
Garrie Parker,
Guy Whiting and
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Jack Woods. They remembered the apple, unlike the
last time this show was
staged in Tuddenham!!!
Judi Ayre, Emily Nye, Rachel Forsdike and Lynne
Airey made up faces so
well I only suspect there
was a vicar on stage!!
Monica Pipe co-ordinated
the refreshments and Catherine Forsdike had some
special effects to amuse
us.
Then there were the children. Lots of
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smiles and plenty of laughing. As
usual they knew the songs and
dances way better than the adults
and graced the stage. Their costumes were delightful. People near
me were pointing out how little children had grown into adults whilst in
the T.A.D.P.O.L.E.s and how lovely
to plot their progress. Also to see
families on stage.

Yes, Catherine (producer)
and Jean (Ellinor) it was a triumph. Thank you for staging
number 27! Now for 28...
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Recycling Dates in Tuddenham
The next “recycling
days” for blue topped and
brown bins are on Fridays,
13th and 27th March as
well as 10th and 24th April.
Tetra packs can be
recycled at Portman Road dump or
on Foxhall Road. Ring 01394 444000
for further information.

Thank you to Luke Tickle for the
photo above of two T.A.D.P.O.L.E.s
caught, hands on Hans!
Have you any interesting copy for
your Tattler?!

POPPY APPEAL
Once again you
were most generous.
Our village collection total was £1005.61 which
included £250 from our
church P.C.C.
I would like to say a big
thank you to our collectors who helped
to make this possible.
I’m afraid that after many years I now
have to give up organising the Poppy
Appeal. I am therefore hoping that
someone will take over from me to continue this important work. I am happy to
offer my support to that person.
Thanks again
Jim Kerridge

Thank you to Tony Rodwell from
Trimley Saints Players who
helped out with the lighting this year.
Did you see the blue fairy? Or the various spots? And the twinkle at the start
(no not Catherine, the lights!)
Well they were all thanks to
his expertise and help -

oh, yes they were!
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Hello again! It has been some time since Madame Editor called for material,
but here we are again, with the Panto behind us and Spring on the horizon – we
hope!
We are still, to all intents and purposes in an Interegnum situation. The Diocesan powers that be decided in December that we should continue with Rev
Alan Forsdike, SSM (Self Supporting Minister) as Curate in Charge of the three
churches in our benefice. This until further notice. This means that Alan, with the
support of a good, strong ministry team, continues to enable us to enjoy a
church service in each of the three churches every Sunday morning – for
which we are all grateful!
Services continue at 0930 every Sunday morning with a service of
Holy Communion at 0800 hours on the fourth Sunday. Sunday School continues
to be held during 0930 services when there are sufficient children present to warrant this. The exception to this is that the Second Sunday of each month is a
Family Service designed for the children to remain in Church with their parents.
Easter this year is earlier than usual, with Easter Day being the last Sunday in
March! Palm Sunday on 24th March begins Holy Week. There will be a Service
each evening in one of the Benefice churches, excepting Good Friday when
there will be a service at 1000hrs and another at 1400 hours. A Lent Course is
currently being held at 1330 hours each Monday in Westerfield Church Room ,or
at 1930 hours at 1,Chapel Cottages, Witnesham (David+Julia Farmers home, opposite Baptist Church). The third session of five is due Monday 4th March, come
along and catch up! Mothering Sunday service at 0930hours will be a Family Service, so bring Mum along for a posy!
Every six years our Electoral Roll for St Martin’s undergoes a complete revision. This means that, even if you have been on the Electoral Roll previously or
currently, you have to submit a new application for entry on the Roll. Applications
must be received by the Electoral Roll Officer by 17th March to enable you to
vote at this year’s AGM. You can apply to join the Electoral Roll at any other time
you wish – any questions on the subject to the Writer! The Annual General Meeting will be held after the Service in church on Sunday 14th April, at which reports
will be examined and new Church Officers will be elected – the meeting normally
concludes in under an hour!
Happenings !? We were subjected to a Quinquennial Survey last Spring.
Your Church Wardens met with the Architect a few weeks back and agreed on
what works would be undertaken. The Architect is now preparing a specification
for tender, but the estimate for the work is in the region of £11,000, which will be
required on conclusion of the work later this year. The Fete this year will take
place on 8 th June at the usual venue – Poplar Farm’s beautiful garden – and
with the repair bills ahead of us we are hoping for a good result! Sorry to keep
Continued overleaf
harping on about money, but needs must!
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Continued from page 5

Floodlighting
sponsorship is still
available at (the bargain price of)£5.00
per week-end to remember a loved one
or celebrate a special
event. If the event is
of special significance
weekday lighting can
be arranged. Floodlighting sponsorship
or Priestly visits can
be arranged by contacting the Writer on 785296, or at ‘Camforth’, Westerfield
Lane, or Monica Pipe on 785272.Thank you supporters of this function.
In conclusion a further plea! One reason for the great community we have
the good fortune to reside in is/was the presence of ‘The Tattler’. Everyone was
kept advised of what was going on and where on a (usually) regular basis. Recently she has (understandably) less time to devote to putting together/collecting
material of sufficient quantity and quality to achieve a regular publication. What is
needed is more subscribers of readable material (my better half keeps complaining my submissions are always the
same!) so that Madame Editor can
quickly put it together to hit the
streets!
There must be many interesting
stories out there just waiting to be
put to print (with minimum censoring) so let’s all have a go at supporting a regular ‘Tattler’!
Jim Punton
The Parish Council have
addressed the challenges of the
Northern Fringe Development.
Do you have any comments on
this issue or any others you
would like discussed at the next meeting on
5th March? Why not come along and take part
in village politics. The meeting is at 7.30 in the
Village Hall.

All residents are most welcome.
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Tuddenham Neighbourhood Watch
By now most people will
ring 101 to speak to the police on ordinary business.
But in urgent cases only, dial
999 and ask for Police. After
three years in Neighbourhood Watch I have seen that
in the majority of cases theft
is possible because of some
lapse in security.
When you go out make
sure your doors are closed
and locked and windows are
fastened.
Keep bicycles and other
things in sheds or indoors.
Lock up your vehicles
and remove valuables or, at
least, cover them.
Andrew Gunn,
Spinney Hill
785339
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Dear Editor,
As the village is about to own the playing
field would the residents of Tuddenham care to
put forward their views on what they would like to
happen with it? This information was given by
Bill Pipe at the last Parish Council meeting and it
was suggested that residents put forward their
ideas and proposals.
I would like to suggest to residents that it
could be used partly for allotments and partly for
recreational uses such as starting a children’s
football team to compete with Witnesham Wasps
together with picnic tables and new play equipment like that in Bealings. Yes, this would be expensive but would the village be interested in
raising funds?
“Fit for villages” will be announcing an intervillage rounders league this summer. Would any
residents be interested in forming a team?
How about attending the Parish Council
meeting on 5th March and giving your opinion? It
starts at 7.30 in the Village Hall and you will be
made most welcome.
Clive Denny
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